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Abstract. Using the programming language Java, we developed the Submodule
Construction Tool, which implements algorithms for the submodule construction
problem. The submodule construction problem (SCP) is to construct the specification
of a submodule X when the specification of the system and all submodules but X are
given. This problem is encountered in the hierarchical design of complex systems, in
the synthesis of controllers and in the reuse of components. The tool requires a
number of files as input and produces a file containing the result. For the input/output
Finite State Machine model, we can obtain the generic solution, the minimal solution
with respect to the number of states, we can check if a given FSM is a solution and we
can find the minimal reduction of a given observable nondeterministic FSM. For the
I/O automata model, we can find the generic solution for the safe realization relation
and the subtype relation, we can check if a given I/O automaton is a safe realization
or a subtype of another I/O automaton, we can compose I/O automata, we can find the
resulting I/O automaton after hiding a subset of the alphabet and finally we can obtain
the minimal trace equivalent I/O automaton.

1. Introduction
One common problem, encountered in the hierarchical design of complex systems, in the
synthesis of controllers and in the reuse of components, is the submodule construction
problem, also called factorization problem or equation solving problem. The submodule
construction problem (SCP) is to construct the specification of a submodule X when the
specification of the system and all submodules but X are given. Such a problem may be
formulated mathematically by the equation (C||X)RA, where C represents the specification of
the known part of the system, X represents the specification of the component to be designed,
A represents the specification of the whole system, || is a composition operator and R is a
conformance relation. The SCP was first formulated and treated in [3], where specifications
are expressed in terms of execution sequences, and trace equivalence was used as conformance
relation. In [4], the author uses Milner's Calculus of Communicating Systems to model the
same problem. Many other works [5] [6] have been done using labelled transition systems as
a model for the specifications and the strong and/or the observational equivalences as
conformance relations. In [1], we consider this problem in the context of the input/output
Finite State Machine model (I/O FSM) [7]. The direct application of an approach based on
the LTS model is not possible since the solutions obtained are not in general I/O FSMs. We
have to add constraints on the environment behavior to obtain the system's behavior in the
form of an I/O Finite State Machine. We have developed a method for constructing all the
solutions when the specifications are given in the form of deterministic completely specified
input/output Finite State Machines and the trace equivalence relation is used as conformance
relation. This work was generalized in [8] to the case where the specifications are given in
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the form of nondeterministic completely specified input/output Finite State Machines and the
reduction relation is used as conformance relation. In [2], we generalize our previous work
by dealing with nondeterministic partially specified input/output Finite State Machines and
by using other criteria such as complete trace equivalence, quasi-equivalence and reduction
of nondeterminism. For this purpose, we consider partial I/O automata for systems
specification, which is more general than input/output Finite State Machines. An I/O
automaton corresponding to a given input/output Finite State Machine can always be obtained
by unfolding each atomic input/output transition s-x/y->s' of the input/output Finite State
Machine into two consecutive transitions s-x->s” and s”-y->s' of the corresponding I/O
automaton.
This paper is structured as follows. In Section 2, we present the theoretical background
used to develop the Submodule Construction Tool (SCT). In Section 3, we give a description
of the tool. Section 4 illustrates with examples the use of the tool. Finally, in Section 5 we
conclude the paper.

2. Theoretical background
The I/O automata model is defined in [9]. An I/O automaton (briefly IOA) A, is a 5-tuple
(SA, IA, OA, TA, soA) where SA is a finite set of states with soA as the initial state, IA is a nonempty, finite set of inputs, OA is a non-empty, finite set of outputs with IA∩OA=Ø and
TA⊆SA×(IA∪OA)×SA is a transition set. An element (s, u, s') in TA is denoted by s-u−>s'. If
for each s in SA and all x in IA there exists s' in SA such that s-x->s', then A is said to be
completely specified or input-enabled; otherwise A is partially specified. A fundamental
property of the model of I/O automata is that there is a very clear distinction between those
actions that are performed under the control of the automaton and those actions that are
performed under the control of its environment. An automaton's transitions are classified as
either "input" or "output".
In typed object-oriented languages the notion of subtype, that is, a conformity relation
between types, is defined. A type P conforms to another type Q if P provides at least the
operations of Q (P may also provide additional operations). Moreover, the types of the results
of P's operations must conform to the types of the results of the corresponding operations of
Q. Finally, the types of the arguments of Q's operations must conform to those of P's operations
[10]. The idea behind the notion of subtype is the ability to use an instance of a subtype of a
type T whenever an instance of type T is required to do a job.
While the subtyping relation of object-oriented languages is mainly concerned with the
available operations and the types of their parameters, we are concerned with the dynamic
behavior of objects, that is, of I/O automata, considering the allowed sequences of input and
output operations. We define a subtype relation for the same purpose as in object-oriented
languages, i.e. the possibility to replace any subsystem by an instance of its subtypes without
changing the system's behavior.
When composing a collection of partial I/O automata, problems due to unspecified
reception may appear when a receiving IOA does not have an input transition originating from
the present state when the sending IOA executes a corresponding output transition. A
composition of a collection of I/O automata is said to be safe if it does not contains unspecified
receptions [11][12].
We define the safe realization of an IOA A by a composite IOA B=B1||B2||...||Bn, as follows:
for any environment modeled by an IOA E, if the composition of A and E is safe then the
composition of B1, B2,..., Bn and E is also safe. The safe realization criterion does not allow
us to enforce mandatory output behaviors in certain given states, i.e. an IOA B which is a safe
realization of an IOA A, will accept all the inputs accepted from the initial state of A and may
produce no output. To deal with the problem of mandatory output behaviors and also to be
able to represent the set of solutions to the equation (C ||X)RA as the set of subtypes of a
particular type (or model) in the same modeling framework, we enhance the model of I/O
automata by allowing the imposing of conditions on the set of traces from a given state. We
call such a model an “I/O automata with optional complete traces”. With each state s we
associate two sets: the first set contains sets of traces from s such that at least one trace in each
set must be present in any implementation of this automaton; the second set is a subset of the

traces from s and each time an execution, starting in s, is a prefix of an element of this set, the
execution should progress to complete a trace in this set. We assume that an implementation
is a normal (partial) IOA. We introduce a progress property which formalizes the preceding
notion. Moreover, by requiring safe realization and realization of the progress property, we
obtain the subtype relation. We show that the subtype relation is a generalization of the well
known criteria trace equivalence, complete trace equivalence, quasi-equivalence and
reduction.
Since in a composition of a collection of I/O automata the sets of inputs are not disjoint,
we generalize the architecture (Figure 1) by allowing the component that will be designed, to
observe some interactions between the environment and the context. This is done by adding
to the equation a constraint on the required set of inputs of the solution. For the two criteria,
safe realization and subtype, we propose for each an algorithm that produces an IOA solution
to the equation (C ||X) RA under the constraint IX=In if such a solution exists. We prove that
the set of possible solutions is then either the set of safe realizations or the set of subtypes of
the obtained solution, depending on which criterion was in the equation.
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Figure 1: Composition architecture.

3. Description of the Submodule Construction Tool
The object-oriented programming language Java is used to implement the algorithms in
[1][2]. The main goal of the tool is the generation of the generic solution for the submodule
construction problem for specifications given as I/O FSMs or as I/O automata. A generic
solution is a solution from which we can derive all the solutions. For the I/O FSM model, the
operations present in the tool are :
- the determination of the generic solution for deterministic completely specified
FSMs where the relation used is trace equivalence,

Figure 2: Tool interface

- the determination of the generic solution for nondeterministic completely specified
FSMs where the relation used is reduction,
- the determination of the generic solution for nondeterministic partially specified
FSMs where the relation used is quasi-equivalence,
- the derivation of the minimal solution with respect to the number of states,
- we can check if a given FSM is a solution of our equation,
- we can find the minimal reduction of a given observable nondeterministic FSM.
For the I/O automata model, the operations present in the tool are :
- we can find the generic solution for the safe realization criterion and the subtype criterion,
- we can check if a given IOA is a safe realization or a subtype of another IOA,
- we can compose I/O automata,
- we can find the resulting IOA after hiding a subset of the alphabet,
- we can obtain the minimal trace equivalent IOA.
The tool is composed of a number of Java classes, the most important are :
- Menu class, it implements the user interface of the tool.
- IOAutomaton class, it deals with the representation of an IOA and the operation on
IO automata like the composition, the hiding of actions and the minimization.
- IOAWOCT class, it deals with the representation of an I/O automaton with optional
complete traces and the associated operations like the composition, the hiding of
action and the deletion of prohibited traces.
- ReadFile and OutFile classes which are concerned with the transformation between
the external and the internal representation of the specifications.
- SafeR class which implement the steps of the algorithm for the construction of the
generic solution for the safe realisation relation.
- Subtype class which implement the steps of the algorithm for the construction of the
generic solution for the subtype relation.
- IsSafeR and IsSubtype classes which allow to check if a given specification is a solution to a given equation.
More informations and a copy of the tool can be obtained from the following Web site
address : http://www.iro.umontreal.ca/~drissi.

4. Illustration of the use of the tool
In the following, we will illustrate with an example the work of the tool. We consider the
IO automata model, and we resolve the equation (C ||X) RA where R represents the subtype
relation. We consider for the context the IOA C of Figure 3 with IC={x1, x2, z1, z2, z3, z4} and
OC={u, y1, y2}, for the whole system the IO automata with optional complete traces A
corresponding to the IOAA of Figure 3 with IA={x1, x2, x3} and OA={y1, y2, y3}, with the
following constraints on the outputs in the states of A, MTA={(1, Ø), (2, {{y1, y2}}), (3,
{{y2}}), (4, {{y3}})}, an element (s, Y) of MTA means that at least one element in Y is a
mandatory output in the state s. We note that in the case of this example the subtype relation
reduces to the reduction relation. The set of inputs required for the solution is In={x1, x3, u},
which means that the component to be designed will observe x1 but not x2, y1 and y2.
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Figure 3: The specification of the context and the whole system.

In this case, the tool requires three files as input : the first file contains the specification of
the context, the second file contains the specification of the whole system and the third file
contains the required alphabet for the solution. Figure 4 illustrates the syntax of the preceding
files.
// The specification of the context
//INPUT SET
x1;
x2;
z1;
z2;
z3;
z4;
END;
//OUTPUT SET
u;
y1;
y2;
END;
//STATE SET
a;
b;
c;
d;
e;
f;
g;
END;
//TRANSITION SET
a - x1 - b;
b - u - c;
c - z1 - d;
c - z2 - b;
c - z3 - b;
c - z4 - g;
d - y1 - a;
a - x2 - e;
e - u - f;
f - z1 - d;
f - z2 - g;
f - z3 - h;
g - y2 - a;
END;

// The specification of the whole system
//INPUT SET
x1;
x2;
x3;
END;
//OUTPUT SET
y1;
y2;
y3;
END;
//STATE SET
A1;
A2;
A3;
A4;
END;
//TRANSITION SET
A1 - x1 - A2;
A1 - x2 - A3;
A1 - x3 - A4;
A2 - y1 - A1;
A2 - y2 - A1;
A3 - y2 - A1;
A4 - y3 - A1;
END;
//OPTIONAL COMPLETE TRACES
END;
//MANDATORY TRACES
STATE 2: CHOIX : y1; y2;
STATE 3 : CHOIX : y2;
STATE 4 : CHOIX : y3;
END;

// The specification of the required input set
x1;
x3;
u;
END;

Figure 4: Illustration of the syntax of the input files required by the tool.

Since in this case the solution exists, the tool will display the message in Table 1 :
THE SPECIFICATION OF THE GENERIC SOLUTION IS IN FILE : SUBTYPEGENSOL.txt
THE INPUT ALPHABET IS : {x1, x3, u}
THE OUTPUT ALPHABET IS : {z1, z2, z3, z4, y3}
THE NUMBER OF STATES IS : 5
Table 1: The message displayed by the tool

The file containing the specification of the generic solution Sol is in the current directory,
it have the same syntax as the file containing the specification of the whole system. In our
example the obtained generic solution is shown in Figure 5, and the sets of constraints are :
MTSol ={(p, {uz2}), (t, Ø), (q, {u(z2u + z3u)*z1, u(z2u + z3u)*z4}), (s, {y3}), (r, Ø)}, and
OCTSol ={(p, {uz2}), (t, Ø), (q, {u(z2u + z3u)*z1, u(z2u + z3u)*z4}), (s, {y3}), (r, Ø)}.
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Figure 5: The IO automaton corresponding to the generic solution Sol.

We have used the tool to derive a controller for a system defined in [13]. We have also
used the tool to derive the specification of the protocol entity Responder for the INRES
protocol [14].

5. Conclusion
We have presented in this paper the Submodule Construction Tool. This tool was developed
using the programming language Java. It implements algorithms for the submodule
construction problem for the input/output Finite State Machine model and the I/O automata
model for various conformance relations. For the input/output Finite State Machine model,
we consider the trace equivalence, quasi-equivalence and reduction conformance relations.
For the I/O automata model, we consider the safe realization and subtype conformance
relations. The subtype relation is a generalization of the trace equivalence, quasi-equivalence
and reduction conformance relations, while the safe realization relation is implied by all the
above conformance relations. We continue experimenting with the tool in other application
cases. We presently work on extending the tool to deal with Timed I/O automata model.
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